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Norman Basile
Over 30 years of successful paranormal investigations.
Local legend and folk hero with expertise in investigating
haunted houses, poltergeist cases and cemeteries
throughout Illinois, Indiana, North and South Carolina,
Virginia and New York. Celebrity status as guest lecturer for
community organizations, schools and psychic fairs also
highlighting spirit photography and ghostly phenomena.
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26 CAR CRASHES TOOK BRICK TO FACE
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TELEVISION: The Oprah Winfrey Show, The
JAM, Wild Chicago Show, WMAQ - Channel
5 News with Mary Murnane, The Psychic
World of Evelyn Pagalini, & Common
Ground.
NEWSPAPERS: The Chicago Sun-Times,
The Chicago Tribune, The Reader, The
Daily Herald, & The National Examiner.
MAGAZINES: Omni Magazine, Chicago
Magazine, & Changing Times.
BOOKS: I Love Chicago Guide, Haunted
Houses USA, More Chicago Haunts,
Chicago Haunts, & The Everything Ghost
Hunting Book.
RADIO: WLS, WGN, & The Jay Ferguson
Show.
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Paranormal Investigative Research

Infrared Photography

Electronic Voice Phenomena (EVP)
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SIGNATURE TOPICS

knockingthreetimes@gmail.com

www.thedevilsknockingbook.com

Please feel free to contact me for further
information or to book an interview.

LET’S CONNECT:

“NOBODY WOULD BELIEVE

THE MANY THINGS YOU

HAVE DONE IN A SHORT

TIME IN YOUR LIFE.”

Norman’s Mother

NOTEWORTHY MEDIA

(708) 622-8530



ABOUT THE BOOK
What if the world we see is only a fraction of what is really there? How would you confront
discovering you possess the ability to glimpse through the veil between our world and what lies
beyond? Would you take hold and charge into battle, or shy away?

From birth, Norman was a spirited child, filled with headstrong tendencies and a knack for finding
danger in seemingly any situation. But his path becomes exceedingly plagued by a shadowy dark
aura that is relentless in its efforts to place him and those he loves in harm’s way.

In his story, based on true life events, we follow Norman from infancy to adulthood as he navigates
the sinister world around him in which he must decipher between what is real and what he is tricked
into believing. A world that, for him, is full of paranormal elements and encounters that few others
see. It forces him to walk a line between this plane of existence and the next in hopes of uncovering
who he and his true identity are.

Join Norman as he unmasks disturbing facts and mysteries while battling malevolent forces
threatening his very existence. The unknown lingers, calling out to him with his every step in hopes
of luring him deeper into the darkness. Will Norman succumb to it, or prevail in discovering a world
beyond himself?



CONTINUE READING CH. 1

    Many of us know someone in our lives who has
been touched by the paranormal. Thousands of
accounts of isolated visions, sounds, and rare
incidents of actual encounters pop up from time to
time around the world, usually having to deal with a
certain area or dwelling. “I hear strange noises in my
house,” or “that old building is haunted,” are
statements we witness in our daily lives. These
recollections are often brushed off, scientifically
explained, or given the old “your imagining things”
line. In most cases, not another thought is given to it;
but what if the evidence surrounding one individual
case were so strong no number of excuses could
justify anything else but a real paranormal presence. 

Chapter 1: It’s Only The Beginning
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The Devil's Knocking: Paranormal Thriller Based On True Story

Chicago, February 8, 2024 - In a world where the boundaries between reality and the unknown blur, author
Norman Basile unveils a gripping narrative in his latest book, "The Devil's Knocking." This captivating tale
explores the intricate dance between the seen and the unseen, challenging readers to confront the possibility that
what they perceive may only scratch the surface of existence.

Norman Basile has always known he was destined for big things. Recognizing that the positions of Batman and
Dr. Frankenstein were already filled, he charted his own path in the world of storytelling. Throughout his career,
Basile has been featured in over 250 print, radio, and television appearances, including the esteemed Oprah
Winfrey Show. A native of Illinois, Basile resides there with his wife, indulging in activities like attending
renaissance fairs and spending quality time with his mini hellhounds. Recently, the pair retired from teaching
martial arts at their school, affording Basile more time to relish in his love for westerns, a good horror flick, or
perhaps the occasional cigar.

At the heart of "The Devil's Knocking" is Norman, a spirited individual whose life is anything but ordinary.
From his earliest days, Norman's path is marked by a relentless darkness, an ominous aura that seems
determined to entangle him and his loved ones in its web of malevolence. As Norman grows, so too does his
awareness of the paranormal forces that lurk just beyond the veil of our world.

Based on true life events, "The Devil's Knocking" follows Norman's journey from infancy to adulthood, as he
grapples with the unsettling truth of his existence. With a headstrong nature and a penchant for danger, Norman
finds himself thrust into a realm where the line between reality and illusion blurs. In a world where few can see
what he sees, Norman must navigate a treacherous landscape of mysteries and malevolent forces, all while
searching for the truth of his own identity.

As readers delve deeper into Norman's story, they are drawn into a world of intrigue and danger, where every
step forward brings him closer to the truth, yet deeper into the darkness. Will Norman succumb to the forces
that seek to consume him, or will he emerge victorious, armed with the knowledge of a reality beyond
comprehension?

"The Devil's Knocking" is a spellbinding journey that challenges readers to confront their perceptions of the
world around them. With its gripping narrative and thought-provoking themes, this book is sure to captivate
audiences and leave them questioning the nature of existence itself.

Get your copy of "The Devil's Knocking" today on Amazon.

###

About the Author: Norman Basile is a talented storyteller whose work delves into the realms of mystery,
suspense, and the unknown. With "The Devil's Knocking," he invites readers to join him on a journey into the
depths of the human experience, where the line between reality and illusion is drawn in shades of darkness and
light.

Press Contact: 
Norman Basile
knockingthreetimes@gmail.com
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